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LOCAL NORMAL MODES AND VlBRATlONAL ADIABATIC POTENTIALS -- 

Noam AGMON * 

Received 25 January 1982: in final form 3 November 1957 

Local normal-mode analysis for a collinear potential energy surface g?nrratss a system of curvilinear coordinaieh. which ;\re 
orthogonal in the mass-skewed system. The motion is locally separable in these coordinatrs. We compars the utility ai one of 
the normal modes as a transversal-vihralion coordinate. with the convcnrional choicr of the dire&on perpendicular w the 
reaction coordinate in the mass-skewed system. The comparison is done for IWO commonly used reaction coordinates: BEBO 
and the steepest-descent path. Results differ for dlfferent choices of directions and reaction conrdinarss. Fururr work ~hcwld 
concentrate on a choice of a reaction coordinate which is itself one of the normal modes. 

1. Introduction 

The assumption of separability of the motion 
parallel and transverse to the reaction coordinate 
(RC) of a coliinear potential energy surface (PES) 
is essential for defining the vibrational frequencies 
for the transversal motion. Such an assumption is 
usually made at the saddle point in transition state 
theory (TST) [l-5], and all along the RC in 
evaluating vibrational adiabatic potentials (i.e. 
potential energy plus the energy of the uth trans- 
versal vibrational state [6]). The notion of vibra- 
tional adiabatic potentials (VAPs) is basic in the 
adiabatic theory of reactions [7-121 and in varia- 
tional TST [6,13-181, where the adiabatic barriers, 
rather than the saddle-point energy, determine the 
reaction probability. VAPs are also essential in 
procedures for evaluating tunneling corrections. 
which use the ground-state VAP as the tunneling 
potential [19], and in discussing resonances as 
+asi-bound states in VAP wells [20]. 

In applications, results may depend on two 
assumptions: 
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(a) The choice of the reaction coordinate. 
(b) The choice of direction for the transversal 

vibration_ 
The assumptions most often encountered in rhe 
literature are: 

(a) The reaction coordinate is taken as the 
steepest-descent path (SDP) [ 19.2 l] in mass-skewed 
coordinates (L4SC) [Z]. 

(b) The transversal vibration is perpendicular 
(in MSC) to the SDP (“natural collision coordi- 
nates” [KS]). 

These two assumptions seem complsrel?_ ad hoc: 
why are these the correct choices for a dynamical 
calculation? In particular rhe basic separability 
property is not guaranteed to hold (the mised 
second derivative of the potential at rhc SDP along 
the directions parallel and perpendicular IO ir does 
not generally vanish). 

Can one propose a better justified procedure 
for calculating VAPs for a given PES? _A possible 
answer is to use [23_24] periodic Irajectories [Xl_ 
for which the motion is separable by definition 
(but only for a constant total energy!). The peri- 
odic trajectories were shown [23.X] to correspond 
to cstrema in VXPs q_ Hence they may be utilized 
to evaluate adiabatic barriers. but not rhs \vhols 

* Which is just another way of saying Ihat rhsy correspond 10 
ellrema in the number of x~ws slang the RC [75]. 
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VAP curves which are needed for some of the 
abovementioned applications. 

More justifiable choices for RCs and directions 
are clearly needed. These could be checked by 
comparing the adiabatic barriers calculated, with 
those predicted from periodic trajectories. The pre- 
sent paper starts investigating this question by: 

(a) Demonstrating that in some cases (e.g. small 
skewing angles or non-symmetric PES) different 
choices lead to significantly different results_ 

(b) Suggesting to determine the directions by a 
normal-mode analysis along the RC. This is an 
extension of the normal modes at the transition 
state [l-5]. The analysis includes the motion along 
the RC as one of the modes, and hence differs 
from the approach [12] where this is done in the 
subspace perpendicular to the RC. 

The essence of the normal-mode analysis is in 
providing for a simultaneous diagonalization of 
the kinetic and potential energy matrices [26]. This 
ensures that the motion along the normal modes is 
separable. For a parabolic well the separability is 
global (the normal modes are independent of the 
coordinates), which is the basis for the theory of 
small oscillations [26]. Even when the motion is 
not stable, e.g. at a saddle point in the potential. it 
is customary to perform this analysis [l-33. In 
both these cases the first derivatives vanish. How- 
ever, as far as local separability is concerned, this 
fact is irrelevant *: a calculation of normal modes 
and frequencies can be performed at any point on 
a PES (and in particular, for any choice of RC). In 
this case, the separability is “local”. Globally the 
motions are coupled not only because of higher 
terms in the Taylor expansion of the potential, but 
also dynamically, because such “local normal- 
mode” (LNM) analysis depends on configuration. 

In the present work we develop the relations 
needed for LNM analysis on a special class of 
collinear PES, defined over bond-order coordi- 
nates [3,27,28] (see section 3). We establish the 
transformations between the various coordinates 
(section 2), give the (analytic) expressions for the 
normal modes (section 4), and compare results 

* First derivatives do not involve cross terms, and upon chang- 
ing coordinates transform to a combination of first deriva- 

tives in the new coordinates. 

(section 5) for several different systems for two 
different RCs: the BEBO RC [3] and the SDP 
[ 19,211. The question of the desirable choice of a 
RC, perhaps as a coordinate which is itself a 
normal mode, is left to future work. 

2. Coordinate systems 

We deal with a collinear atom-transfer reaction 

A+BC-,AB+C. (1) 

We denote the two diatomic distances by R, = R BC 
and R, = R,,. their equilibrium values by R,+ and 
rj = Ri - R,i. In these coordinates, the kinetic en- 
ergy is given by [l-3] 

T=f(pg;+p& i- 2tn,tnci,i-?/M), (2) 

where )nA, ntB and “1, are the masses of the 
particles, M = ttlA + tng + tnC is the total mass. 

Jo, = tnA( ttzg i- m&M, jam = tn,-( tug + tn,)/M 

(3) 

are the reduced masses for relative translation in 
reagents and products respectively, and a dot de- 
notes differentiation with respect to time. In ma- 
trix notation 

(2’) 

where T;= p2, T;s p,, TL. = tn,mC/M and the 
superscript r denotes representation in the (T,, rz) 
frame. The PES we shall use is better described in 
the (p. a) coordinates, which we now define. 

2.1. The (p, a) coordinates 

We define bond orders according to Pauling’s 
relation [27] 

tii = exp( -r/a), (4) 

with a = 0.514 au [28], and a family of curves by 

P31 

2 ni=m, (5) . . 
i=I 



where IPI is a real constant *. m = 1 corresponds to 
the definition of the RC in the BEBO (bond 
energy bond order) method [3]. as the set of con- 
figurations for which the total bond order is con- 
served. We hereafter denote the values of n2 and 
JI, along the RC by ?I and 1 - II respectively. 

Next. “normalize” the bond orders by defining 
” weights” IV, = IZJ~I, 

,q = 1. (5’) 
i=l 

and define p and u as the coordinates tangent and 
perpendicular to the curves (5). by [X] ** 

dp = ,v, dr, - ,v, dr,. (6a) 

(6b) 

For da = 0 we have dr,/dr, = - w2/w, = - ~z~/II,. 

which is the direction tangent to the curves (5) (use 
(4) and (5) and differentiate with constant m). 
Hence 0 is perpendicular to these curves (5). For 
dp = 0, dr,/dr, = \v,/\t> = JI,/~I~~ which is the di- 
rection perpendicular to the curves (5). hence p is 
tangent to these curves. 

For any given value of (r,, J-~), eq. (6) is a linear 
transformation from (dr,, dr2) to. (dp, da). The 
matrices representing the transformation and its 
inverse are 

(7) 

where N’ = IV; + &. B and B- ’ are orthogonal, a 
consequence of the orthogonality of p and u. We 
could have written (7) more elegantly by putting a 
factor N-’ in front of each matrix. The present 
definition is more convenient when we allow r, 
and rr to vary, as discussed below. 

The definitions (4) and (5) are also a change of 
variables, from (rl, rz) to (IV, m), where M’ = K,: 

&l/al; = -n/a, (84 

aw/ar, = - (- l)‘\v,lr>/a- (gb) 

Hence, one can write p and u in terms of w and )?I: 

* Not to be confused with m,+. ma and nrc! 
**The definition of p here is different than rhar in ref. [ZS]. 

dpl = ,n-co”sI. -a( w2 dll,/,l, - IV, d,l,/nz) 

= a[( 1~; + “..j)/,,.l,~*2] d,r-. Pa) 

da = - (a/m)(n, dtl,/n, + ~1~ dj12/tz2) 

= -a dln r>l. (9b) 

To arrive at (9a). we used the condition (5’). valid 
for constant P?Z. Finally. the kinetic energy is ex- 
pressed in terms of our new coordinates [cf. eq. 

ml 

T= q(qp’+ T,ir’+ 71;,,@5)_ (10) 

T, - (w$, + _. ,A, - 21%~,11~+ ,~ rnc/_~l )/X4_ 

To = ( w-$ , + w fp 2 + 31*.ill;~?z~~J?zc/_~~ )/x4. 

r,, = [w,“.& - p,) t (I,.; - rc.,),,l,,,lc/l~rl/,~‘. 

,v 2 sz ,,- ,? + ,,-.j? _ (11) 

These coefficients \vill be arranged = in a sym- 
metric matrix T 

TE 
T, T,, ’ 

( 1 T r, 
= B-l~r~-l (12) 

PO 

where B-’ is the transpose of B-l_ 
The potential energ>- is locally expanded as a 

second-order Taylor series 

dV= @V/ap)dp + (i3Vyaa)du 

If[F,(dp)‘if,(du)‘+-2F~,dpdu]. (13) 

cp E a2 v/a$_ ~~~~ a2v/apau. F,= aW/aG 

(141 

(15) 

Explicit expressions for the entries of the symmet- 
ric matrix F will be given in section 3. 

The force constanr (FC) matrix can be written 
in the (r,. r2 ) coordinates as 

= BFB. (16) 

= We omit the subscript denoting the representation for the (p. 
(I) coordinarcs. 
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Using (7) and (15) we find that 

F; = w;Fp + w;F, + 2w,y F,, , (174 

F: = wfF, + ?cgF, - 2rv,nb F,, . (17b) 

F:2=,V,W,(F,-~)+(1(~-Iuf)Fp,. (17c) 

The normal-mode analysis (section 4) is indepen- 
dent of the coordinate system. It could either be 
performed in the (p, a) coordinates using the 
representation of T and F in eqs. (12) and (15). or 
in the (r,, r?) coordinates, using T’ and F’. eqs. 
(2’) and (16). 

2.2. Tfre mass-skewed coordinates 

We define * mass-skewed coordinates (MSC) 
1221. (x,. x2) by 

s, = C,T,. (Isa) 

s, = ‘; + czl-, _ (lgb) 

Cl = h3c/PY- cz = nzC/(nIB + m,). (19) 

p, is defined in (3) and prrc = tttBtnc/(tttB + 
tttc) is the reduced mass for the B,C pair. In 
matrix notation, the transformation and its inverse 
are given by 

0 c=c’ 1. ( 1 =2 
c-1 =G’( _:2 ;,)- (20) 

The “skewing angle”, 8, is the angle between 
the old coordinates r: = (c,. c-) rir = (0.1) in the 
new basis (x,, x2): 

cos* 6 = ( rirmt+ 
II r; II - 1 II r,” II 

2= [l + (e,/c$]--’ 

= m,m,-(tn, + mg)(mg + mc)_ (21) 

In (x,, x2) the kinetic energy does not have a 
mixed term, and the mass is equal in both direc- 
tions 

T=+fL,(k:+xf)_ (32) 

Hence the transformation (18) diagonalizes T. 
However, it is not unique with this property, and 

* This is not the only possible transformation leading to eq. 

cm. 

does not generally diagonalize F [3]. 
We now write F [cf. eq. (15)] in terms of (s,, 

x7_). First note that 

(p, u)= BC-’ ;r, . 
( -1 

(23) 

where using (7) and (20) we find that 

(24) 

where g = (~5 + r~,c~)/c, and II s (rv, - r~~cz)/c,; 
hence in the (xi, x2) representation the FC matrix 
becomes 

(25) 

From the multiplication of the matrices in (15) 
and (24) we find that 

(264 

(26b) 

2.3. The normal to the BEBO RC in MSC 

We introduce the direction u perpendicular to 
the curves (5) in the MSC, and the FC F, along 
that direction. From (23) and (24) da = h dx, + 1~~ 
dxz, hence by putting do = 0 we find the deriva- 
tive along the tangent u 

(dx,/dxz) u = - wJh (274 

and therefore the derivative perpendicular to the 

RC (constant u) 

(dx,/dx,) ,, = h/rvIv,. (27b) 

From (18) we have 

drz/dr, = cl dxz/dx, - c2, (18’) 

which can be used to transform the directions (27) 
to the (r,. rz) frame. The direction parallel to the 
RC in (x,, x,), eq. (27a), transforms (by defini- 
tion) to the direction parallel to the RC in the (r,. 
rz) coordinates. Indeed 

(dr,/dr,) Li = - WJW, = (dr,/dr,),_ (27a’) 
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The direction perpendicular to the RC in i&X 

transforms to 

(dr,/dr,) I, = Iz/( c,q - c2h)- (27b’) 

In the (p. a) coordinates we define a direction 

d,, by 

d,, = (dp/da),, = [“*#r,/d& - IV,] 

x [“>(dr,/dr-,),, + ‘~1 --I_ (28) 

u’= [1 + (-d_x,,dx2)t]bt= [1 +(~~/y)+-& 

by equating <,u’ to FPp’ + F,o’ + ZF,,pa_ trans- 

forming from (p. 0) to (x,, s-,) by (23) and (24). 
we find that the F, is given by 

(,*~+112)F”=F~(g~z-)~~,,*~)2+F~(ll’+)~~)7 

Along the BEBO RC [PH = 1 in eq. (5)] this expres- 
sion would simplify, because the potentials we use 
are characterized by F,, = 0 along that RC. 

The frequency for the u motion is now given by 

wU = ( Fu/~,)? (30) 

O, tends asymptotically to the diatomic frequen- 
cies in reagents or products. which is a necessary 

(but not sufficient) condition for a function W,(IZ) 

to be acceptable_ 

3. Potential energy surfaces 

We briefly review the interpolation potential 
[28]. This collinear PES is defined in terms of p 
and o (or IV and ,)I). of section 2.1. For any 
collinear configuration (r,. rZ). the potential is 
given in a form resembling a “law of correspond- 
ing states”: 

V(r,. r2) = D,(w)V*(u. w). (31) 

as a product of an effective well depth D,( tc) and 
a “reduced potential” V*. D,(w) is a generaliza- 
tion of the energy profile along the RC [29_30] for 
all values of t?z in eq. (5) 

D,(w) = 5 ‘l\Dcf - XM( IV). (32) 
i=l 

where IIT G IV,_ the 0,; are the well depths of BC 
and AB (LID, = D,, - D,., is the reaction’s eso- 

ergicity). A is a constant *. and ,W(W) is a positive 

convex “mixing function”, choosen as a “missing- 
information function” *$ 

M ( 1,) = - i 3%; In LV,;_ (33) 
,=I 

The reduced potential V* is taken as 

(35) 
1 i JLi 1 

where V,(a) are the diatomic potentials for BC 
and AB (i = 1 and 2 respectively). evaluated at the 
distance u [cf. eq. (9b)]. In this study ‘2, are taken 

as Morse potentials 

~(r)=o,,[exp(-2ZP,r)-2esp(-P,r)]. (35) 

The second derivatives of this potential v.ith 
respect to p and (J are given in appendix _A. 

4. Local normal modes 

4.1. Sinndraneous diagonalizarion 

For any configuration (r,. r?) \ve choose a 
coordinate system * (ql_ ql) and represent both 
the FC and kinetic energy matrices in the same 
system (FV and T”) **_ Since Tq is positive defi- 

nite. one can find [26] a new basis ( tl. t2 ) in which 
T’ is the unit matrix and FC is diagonal. Because 
(5,. &) can depend on configuration_ we call them 
“local normal mode“ (LNM) coordinates. In the 
vicinity of any point (Y,. I;) the motion is scpara- 
ble in (<I(r,. r-). <?(r,. rZ))- 

In determining normal-mode coordinates [26] 
one first finds the vibrational frequencies w, asso- 
ciated with them. as eigenvalues of F” in a space 

* Fc = hM( I/Z) is the potential barrier height for a reaction 
with A 0, = 0. It is oftsn called the “intrinsic brtrrisi’ 1291. 

** Using this mixing func:ion. the maximum of the potential 
energy profile along the RC is at II_ = [I i cap(JD,/A )] - I_ 
and its hsighhr is V,, - D,, - D,( n * ) = - X In( I- n S ). 

*E.g. (r,. r,). (S,. “-1 or (p. CI). 
“Eg. in(p. o)T isgiven by eqs. (El-(15)and F by(lO)-(12). 
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with a metric tensor T” 

F”q = w’T’q_ (36) 

In order that (36) has non-trivial solutions, F” - 
w’T7 should be singular i.e. the o are roots of the 
characteristic polynomial 

det(Fn - oZT”) = 0. (37) 

In our 2 X 2 case in the (p. a) coordinates, the 
solution of the quad& equation is ** 

uz*= [A, f (A: - 4AeAZ)“‘]/2A,. 

A, = F,F, - Fpt = det(F), 

A,~T,F,+T,F,-2T,,F,,. 

(38) 

(393) 

(39b) 

A, = T,T, - T,‘, = det(T). (39c) 

w?* is real. because T is symmetric and positive 
definite. The corresponding eigenvectors (normal 
modes) [ ~ are found by inserting w -c in (36) and 
solving the linear equations_ Note that if ;T,F, > 

T, F, and T,, and FpO are negligible. t+ is close to u 
whereas t_ is close to p. These conditions are 
likely to hold near the RC where usually F, >> F, 

and F,, = 0 (F,, is strictly zero for the potential of 
section 3 along the BEBO RC). Solving (36) for 5 I 
yields the ratio of the two components of these 
vectors (i.e. determines their direction). The value 
of one of the components (i.e. the length of 6,) is 
arbitrary, and can be chosen so that T becomes the 
unit matrix. Let us denote the ratio of the second 
to the first component of &_ by d_ and the ratio of 
the first to the second component of E+ by d_+: 

d_= (da/dp)_= (&Tp - F,)/( F,, - c&7&) 

In the conditions described above we have d *= 0. 

**We use the subscripts - and + rather than I and 2. 

Using the transformations (7) we express the 
two directions as two unit vectors in the (r,. rz) 
coordinates 

(414 

(41b) 

N;= (WI’ + w2’)(1 + d:). (41c) 

The LNM method can be thought of as a way 
for choosing the directions along which the fre- 
quencies are to be determined. Given d +, one can 
evaluate two force constants, Fi. by equating 
F+(dp’ -I- da’) to F,(dp)’ + FJdo)’ + 2FP0 dp 
da, and similarly for the two reduced masses T,. 

Setting d_= (du/dp)_ and d+= (dp/du)+ one 
finds 

o:= F-/T_= (F, + F-d’+ 2F,,d_) 

x (T, + T,d:+ 2Tpod_)-‘. 

a;= F&/T,= (F,dj+ F, + 2Fp,,d+) 

(424 

x (TPdz+ T, + 2Tp0d+)-‘. (42b) 

Indeed, by inserting the relations (40) for d-y, one 
- is able to verify that (42) is an identity_ 

Finally, we note the asymptotic values of wi 
and dk for a PES typical for atom-exchange reac- 
tions. Such a potential reduces asymptoticaly to a 
diatomic potential with F,(u = 0) being the di- 
atomic force constant and F, = F,, = 0. Under 
these conditions eqs. (38) and (39) [or (40) and 
(42)] imply that w_= 0 and w’,= F,T,/(T,T- 

Tpt). Using (11) and (3) one now finds that w;= 

K./l-r., for rvr = 1, ry = 0 (reagents) and oi= 

Wl.r.4 a for IV, = 0, wr = 1 (products), where pLec 
and pAB are the reduced masses for the diatoms 
tlJ = m,m,/(m, + my)]. Hence w+ is asymp- XY - 

totically a diatomic frequency. Using (40a) we find 
that d_= 0 or [cf. (4la)] that g_ is in the dire._tion 
of -I-, for reagents and in the direction of r, for 
products. Similarly, one finds that asymptotically 
E+ forms an angle B with t_. 

4.2. Stepwise diagonalization 

It is instructive to look at the procedure for 
LNM determination differently (p. 256 ref. [26]). 



Instead of simultaneously diagonalizing T and F 
we first transform to MSC (st. s,) where T’ is 
diagonal with the same mass for both directions. 
We note from eq. (22) that (s,_ s2) is not the only 
coordinate system with this property: any rotation 
of these coordinates would leave (22) in the same 
form. 

Consider now the FC matrix in the same MSC 
coordinates [eq. (25)]: there is a unique angle of 
rotation, 9, which would diagonalize the quadric 
form F” (appendix C of ref. [3]). It can be de- 
termined by solving: 

(F;’ - F;‘)/F;‘; = tan Q - cot +_ 

This means that the orthogonal matrix 

(43) 

D? 
( 

sin Q cos Q 

cos 6, -sin 9 1 
(44) 

transforms (s,_ s2) to a coordinate system where 
both kinetic and potential energies are diagonal. 
i.e. to the (unique) set of normal-mode coordi- 
nates. Although it is easier to solve eq. (38) than 
(43). there are two immediate consequences to the 
above discussion: 

(a) LNM are orthogonal in the IMSC. 
(b) “Natural collision coordinates” could be 

retained if the RC is chosen as the LNM coordi- 
nate &_ which passes through the saddle point. The 
transversal LNM. 6;. would then be orthogonal to 
the RC. 

5. Results 

We present results for some typical classes of 
reactions: symmetric systems with large (H1) and 
small (CHC) skewing angles. and non-symmetric 
systems (H&I) with large exoergicities (H,F). The 
parameters for the PES (section 3) are D._; and &. 
calculated from spectroscopic constants for di- 
atomic molecules [31] and the parameter X which 
determines the barrier height, V, [cf. eq. (32)]. 
These parameters are summarized in table 1. 
Equipotential contours are shown in ref. [ZS]. 

First, we show results for LNM calculations at 
all collinear configurations, in the form of LNIM 
curves (figs. 1-4). The LNM directions 5, [cf. eq. 

‘2.0 

-1.6 
3 
d 

c 
1.2 

0. 8 

0.4 

0.0 

Fig. 1. LXX1 cu~\‘ss for H,. The BEBO RC is the curve wilh 
Ihs plus signs (cvsr); 0.025 bond-order unirs. tqinninr uilh 
II= 0.05 in the lowr right). The rangrnrs IO the fan& of 
cun’es which seem almost paraIls IO rhe RC are t__ Tbs 
tangents IO the inlersecring CUT\‘SS (rhoss which rsrminars on 
the axes) are E_ [cf. sq. (II)]. The CUT\‘.% were evaluated 
numerically h>- following Ihc appropriate direction for a short 

distance. evaluating a new direction and so on (the step size 
was decreased until the cun’es became insensitive IO addilional 
dccreasc). The E_ cun~s become cisymprorically (lower righr. 

upper left) ~zmgcnr IO the cquipowntials (nor shown). 

(al)] are the tangents IO these curves: the curves 
paralleling the BEBO RC are E_ and the intersect- 
ing family of curves is <_. The latter are the 
directions for the transversal vibration according 
to LNM analysis_ 

Figs. 1 and 2 sho\v LNhl CUTV~S for H1 and 
CHC in the (r,. r7) coordinates. In figs. 3 and 4 
these curves for H,. CHC and H,F are repre- 
sented in MSC. In the latter presentation the two 
families of curves ([_ and .$_) are orthogonal 
(section 4.2). Xsymptotically. for reagents or prod- 
ucts_ t_ becomes parallel to r, or I-~_ respectively 
(section 4). i.e. parallel to the equipotentials. Hence 
(&_. 6,) is just the coordinate system envisioned in 
fig. 1 of ref. [5]. 

In what follows we are particularly interested in 
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Table 1 
Diatomic 131) and triatomic parameters used in constructing the collinear PES. eqs. (31)-(35) 

Diatom Q 
(kcal/mol) 

B 
(au) 

Triatom x 
(kcal/mol) 

Vh =) 
(kcal/mol) 

HH 109.4 1.0248 HHH 14.0 9.7 
HC 105.3 0.94 CHC 18.3 12.7 
HCI 106.48 0.9848 HHCI 9.5 7.7 

HF 141.19 1.1695 HHF 14.0 1.4 

=’ V,, is the poremial barrier height calculated from eq. (32) using the appropriate value of X. 

results along the RC. These are directions. fre- 
quencies and vibrationally adiabatic potentials 
(VAPs) as determined by LNM versus natural 
collision coordinates. The VAPs are given by 

~~(n)~D=,-D,(n)+E,(n) (45) 

using the spectrum of a Morse oscillator [32] * 

* Note that the same relation can be used to calculate the 
number of slates v + 4 at a given energy E = EC. along the 
RC. The approximation for the number of states along the 
RC for the potential of section 3. given in a previous 
publication [33]. uses the direction a (rather than LNM) IO 
evaluate frequencies for eq. (46). Hence one should consider 
it valid for large skewing angles. 

2.0 

.I. 6 
=I 
d 

c 
1.2 

0. a 

4 0. 0 0.4 O-F2 a A.2 1.6 
. 

E,(,r)=Q_(r*)(l- [l -(tJ~+f)U+(ll)/ 

20,w12}. (4) 
We divide this section into two parts: first. we 

show results for the BEBO RC [nl = 1 in eq. (5)]_ 

then for the SDP (appendix B). 

5.1. Results for the BEBO reaction coordinate 

Figs. 5 and 6 show the direction perpendicular 
to the BEBO RC in MSC [transformed to (r,, rZ), 
cf. eq. (27b’)]. for H, and CHC. These directions 
vary from an inclination of B degrees (at reagents 
and products) to the direction of the bisector 
(r, = rz) at the saddle point. On comparing figs. 5 

-2. 0 
3 
d 

Xl. 6 

1.2 

0.8 

0.4 

0.0 

-0.4 0.0 0.4 0.8 210 

Fig. 3. Same as fig. 1, in MSC. eq. (18). Fig. 2. Same as fig. 1. for CHC. 
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0. 8 

c 
0.0 

i- 
1. . . . . . . . . . . 

-0.4 0.0 0. 4 0.8 & za “-1.6 2!Cl 

Fig.4. Lh’hl curves for CHC and H2F in MSC. For Hzl-. Hz 
is at lower right and HF is ar upper left. Other details as in 
fig. 1. 

and 6 we see that the change in direction along the 
RC is much smoother when the skewing angle is 
large (H3)_ For small skewing angles (CHC) some 

I , I . , \. 1 
-0.4 0.0 0.4 0.6 1.2 ;. 6 

l-2 DU 

Fig. 5. The direction u. normal to the BEBO RC in MSC [eq. 
(27b’)j for the H, system, for which 8 = 60° (dashed lines). The 
BEBO RC is shown by the come with the plus signs (every 
0.025 bond-order units beeinning with n = 0.05 at the lower 
right). 

0. - I3 

0.4 - 

.I \. L 
-0.4 0. 0 0.4 0.6 1.2 1.6 

l-2 DLL 

Fig. 6. Same as ir? fig. 5. but for Ihe CHC system (B = 22.6D). 

of these “perpendicular directions’- are almost 
parallel to the RC [when viewed in (r,_ r2)]_ 

The result is that cuts in the PES along such 
directions (dashed curves. figs. 7-9) resemble a 
harmonic potentia! for H, (fig. 7). but not for 
CHC (fig. 8). At some locations along the RC (e.g. 
II = 0.44) the cumature at the RC is negative. 
leading to a non-physical. imaginary frequent?-. 

5 a “. 

Fig. 7. Curs alon_g the dashed lines of fig. 5 (dashed curves) rind 
along the LNhl curves of fig. 1 (full lines). for zhs H, sysrem. 
The value of r:(l) in each panel denores rhc T’ value where the 
LNM curve in fig. 1 begins ( rl( 1) = -0.4 au). These curxes 
intersect the RC at lhe value of n indicated. The lines shown in 
fig. 5 intersect the RC a~ the same poinrs (the direction for the 
panel in the bottom right is not shown there). dr’ = drf i drf 
is set to coincide for Ihe normal and LXM direcclions 91 rhr 
BEBO RC. which is denoted by i-. i- is measured relative to 
rhe bottom of the H2 \vcll. 
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s a 0-L 

Fig. 8. Same as fig. 7. for CHC. The curves along which these 
profiles were evaluated are shown in figs. 6 and 2 (LNM). )’ 
relative to the bottom of the CH well. 

For an exoergic reaction such as F -+ Hz (fig. 9) 
the potential energy profile along such cuts can 
plunge right into the product’s valley (e.g. jr = 0.33) 
without ever going through a minimum. 

In contrast, the LNM direction c_,. along the 
BEBO RC (which can be read from figs. l-4) is 
much closer to u, the normal to the BEBO RC in 
(r,. I-?)_ Hence the cuts along t+ (bold lines, figs. 
7-9) resemble more closely diatomic potentials. 

-a?\ a I 
0. I.6 

0.0 I 0.6 1.6 0.0 I 0. 9 1.6 

s a u. 

Fig. 9. Same as fig. 7. for H,F. Cuts shown are in the H, valley 
(this system is not symmetric as those in figs. 7 and 8). Y is 
relative to the bottom of the Hz well. 

Note, however, that the BEBO RC (unlike SDP) is 
not at the minimum of these profiles. 

It is clear that there would be a smaller dif- 
ference between the curvatures if evaluated at the 
bottom of the wells (see especially fig. 8). Hence, 
for the SDP as a RC we expect a less drastic effect 
of the choice of directions_ 

The results shown in figs. lo- 13 consist of three 
panels for each mass combination. The left panels 
show the LNM directions d,. eq. (40). n+ is 
compared with d,. eq. (28). The central panels 
show o,, eq. (38). o_+ is compared with w,,. eq. 
(30). The third panels give the VAP (using LNM). 

Fig. 10. LNM directions (d,), frequencies (o+). vibrational 
adiabatic potentials and barriers for hydrogen isotopes for the 
BEBO RC. Dashed CI.UWS are for “natural collision coor- 

dinates”: d, is compared with d, (d_ is the curve which is very 
close to zero), o, almost coincides with w+ (-io_ is the curve 
with the maximum. o_ not shown when real). The bottom 
curve in the right panels is the energy profile along the RC 
(zero of energy al reagents), followed by VAPs for o = 1-4. The 

vibrarional barriers are denoted on these curves by x. and 
their numerical values are given on the right. (The oth adiabatic 

barrier on the reactant’s side (left) is the maximum in V*$ 
closest to reactants minus Vas (R = 0). Equivalently for prod- 
ucts.) Masses given in the order mAn~amC indicate that the 
reactants (n = 0) are A+ BC and the products (n = 1) are 
AB+C. 
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Fig. 11. Same as fig. IO, for CHC and CDC. Results using the 
BEBO potential (with the BEBO parameters p, = 1.18 by in- 
trapolation in table E-l of ref. [3]) were very similar IO the 
present results. 

eq. (45). with the two adiabatic barriers, on the 
reactant’s and product’s side. 

Figs. lo-13 show that little difference is caused 
by the choice of directions for large skewing an- 
gles, but for small skewing angles (e.g. CHC, fig. 
11) the difference is large and w, becomes imagin- 
ary for some segments of the RC. This contrasts 

bona orecr bond OroCr DO”6 or*sv 

Fig. 12. Same as fig. 10 for Cl -+ hydrogen isotopes. 

Fig. 13. Same as fig. 10. for H2F, using IWO values for A. upper 
row: as in table 1. Lower row: h = 9.5 kcal/mol ( Vh = 0.3 
kcal/mol). 

with the behavior of IS_. xvhich decreases mono- 

tonically to its minimfim. 

5.2. Resulrs for rhe sreepesr-ciescenr par11 

The steepest-descent path is defined as the path 
which follows the downhill gradient in MSC from 
the vicinity of the saddle point and into the rea- 
gents’ and products’ valleys. The relevant equa- 
tions are given in appendix B. An important prop- 
erty of this path is that the first derivative along 
the normal direction in MSC vanishes. 

The difference between the SDP and the BEBO 
RC can be quite large when the skewing angle is 
small or the reaction is non-symmetric (fig. 14). 
Along the SDP. the perpendicular direction is 
closer to 5, than for the BEBO RC. leading to a 
smaller difference between LZ= and w_ for both 
large (fig. 15) and small (fig. 16) skewing angles. 

The difference can still be significant. Consider. 
for e.xample. H,F (fig. 17). where LNM predicts 
shallower adiabatic ~~11s. This xvould su=est [20] 
fewer resonances in the energy dependence of 
quantial reaction probability. Even fewer adiabatic 
wells are predicted if the BEBO RC is used (fig. 
13). This is in better agreement with periodic- 
trajectory analysis 1341 of resonances in HIF [35]. 
where adiabatic xvells appear for c >, 3 1231. Refs. 

[34.35] use a LEPS surface. not the PES of ref. 
[Xl. for which no quanta1 or periodic trajectory 
results are yet available. Still. we question the 
assumption that SDP is the preferrable RC for 
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HHH 

HHF 

0.2 

. . , 
-0.2 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.6 

l-2 a. “. 

Fig. 14. A comparison of SDP (full line) with BEBO RC (plus 
signs, as in fig. 5). Dashed lines are normals to SDP in MSC. 

Saddle point is marked by a circle. For H2F the Hz valley is at 

lower right. 

-To -cl:5 0-b ‘0.; Lb “-I_ 1.0 
s c U. s a “. 

Fig. IS. Frequencies and vibrational adiabatic potentials as a 
function of the arc length along the SDP for hydrogen isotopes. 
The saddle point is at s = 0. Full lines: LNM results; dashed 
curves: normal direction (natural collision coordinates). Other 
details are as in fig. 10. 

-P.o -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 =?I I . 0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 I 

5 a u. 5. 0”. 

Fig. 16. Same as fig. 15. for CHC. 

dynamical calculations. Our doubts are further 
sustained by a comnarison of some adiabatic bar- 
riers below. 

5.3. Comparison of adiabatic barriers 

The above calculation for the H, system used a 
barrier height (9.66 kcal/mol) close to that recom- 
mended by the ab initio calculations [36]. We have 
repeated the calculation for both RCs with the 
barrier height (9.13 kcal/mol) of the PK surface 
[37]. In table 2 we compare LNM adiabatic bar- 
riers for u = 0,l with those calculated [24] using 
periodic trajectories on the PK surface. The agree- 
ment with the ground-state (u = 0) adiabatic bar- 
riers is very good for both reaction coordinates_ 
This is so because the u = 0 adiabatic barrier has 
not moved much from the saddle point. The u = 1 
barriers are away from the saddle point (at config- 
urations dependent on the choice of RC) and the 
agreement is not as good. It is interesting to note 
how sensitive the excited-state barriers.are to the 
RC choice (the choice of direction has almost no 
effect for these systems)_ Moreover, LNM results 
for the two RCs seem to bracket those from peri- 

1.0 1.5 
s CL u. 

:I -y--J 
0 

YTla % .> .’ 

-,. 
: : 
. ._’ 

-10 ‘._: 
t ._ 

-20 i 
-3 

i 0.5 2 l&O”_ 1.5 

Fig. 17. Same as fig. 15, for H2F from the saddle point 

into the HF valley. Zero energy at the H, well. 
and 



l-able 2 Tahie 3 
Adiabatic barriers (in kcai/mol) for hydrogen exchange reac- 
tions on a PES with a potential barrier height of 9.13 kcal/moi: 
present work (LMN) for the two RCs compared with periodic- 
trajectory resuhs 1241. Upper entry: u = 0. lower entry: o = 1 

Adiaharic barrisrs (LXlN method) for Cl i hydrogen isotopes 
for the two reaction coordinates. Upper rnt~r I= = 0. inrver 
entrv: D = 1 

System ” BEBO” SDP *’ 
System ” BEBO SDP Ref. 

I741 

HHH 5.92 5.9 5.8s 
1.48 2.6 2.24 

HHD 6.35 6.3 6.34 

1.63 2.8 2.25 
DHH 5.53 5.6 5.5 1 

1.44 2.6 1.27 
DHD 5.87 5.9 5.79 h’ 

1.57 2.8 2.35 
HDH 6.74 6.7 6.71 

2.49 3.2 2.91 
DDH 6.35 6.4 6.34 

2.34 3.2 2X4 
HDD 7.32 7.3 1.33 

5.13 3.5 5.69 
DDD 6.84 6.8 6.78 

2.73 3.5 3.16 

ClHH 

ClDH 

CIHD 

CiDD 

ClDT 

CiTH 

ClHT 

Cl-i-T 

3.92 2.90 -1.17 2.92 
0.59 0.53 1.40 1.09 
4.72 4.01 -I.s9 4.01 
1.15 1.16 1.9’ 1.59 
4.35 2.5 1 4.39 x2 
0.71 0.53 1.56 1.09 
5.18 3.56 5.15 3.59 
1.42 1.08 2.22 1.60 
5.37 3.37 531 3.10 
1.50 1.06 2.35 1.59 
5.02 1.60 5.16 &Is 
1.49 5.90 2.20 1.99 
4.59 2.45 4.4-l 2.s: 
0.74 0.53 1.62 1.09 
5.7b 3.85 5.1’ 3.8s 
2.03 1 .-li 2.78 1.91 

*’ -4 notation such 3s ClDH denotes Cl + DH - CID-H. 
*’ The two columns (in kcal/mol) are the adiabzkc bxricrs 31 

=’ A notation such as HHD is a shorthand for Hi- HD + H, the reagents (left sntr\-1 and the products (right entr?_) sides 
+D. of rhe saddle. They arc rdatiaz 10 rhs correponding di- 

*) A correction for table 2. ref. [ZS]. atomic cnsrgy level. 

odic trajectories *. suggesting that if a preferrable 
RC can be defined, it would be somewhere in 
between the BEBO RC and SDP. More definitive 
conclusions await periodic-trajectory results on the 
same PES used here for the LNM calculation. 

Table 3 shows similar results for Cl -I- hydrogen 
isotopes for the two RCs. As for H,. there is little 
effect of the choice of direction_ Unlike H,. al- 
ready the u = 0 barrier is usually somewhat re- 
moved from the saddle point. leading to different 
results for the two RCs. This discrepancy increases 
for u = 1, when the adiabatic barrier is even more 
removed from the saddle point **_ 

We have used the results of table 3 to calculate 
ground-state adiabatic barrier differences. 8dPit. 

for comparison with the experimental [3S] isotopic 
variations in the Arrhenius activation energy_ 6E,. 
-4gain. results for the ttvo RCs bra&% the experi- 

mental results (which are nicely predicted by their 
average). 

Of course. the full explanation of the kinetic 
isotope effects would involve also the effect of the 
bending and rotational degrees of freedom. The 
effect of such corrections might be overshadowed 
by the larse differences for different RCs. Xr an_v 
rate. the simplistic comparison shown in table 4 is 
encouraging. especial& since larger-scale calcula- 
tions [15.16] have found it difficult to account for 
both inter- and intramolecular effects while using 
the same PES and dynamical method. 

*The only case when this is not so is for HDD. where periodic 
trajectories 1241 and the BEBO RC (fig. 10) predict only one 
o = I barrier on the DDH side. whereas along rhe SDP there 
are two such barriers (fig. 15). 

6. Conclusion 

**The large discrepancy for the o = 1 barrier in CITH is due 
again IO the fact that using the BEBO RC u-c find only 011s 
such barrier. whereas using the SDP we find IWO. 

By performing normal-mode analysis along the 
RC. one can find trvo directions along which the 
motion is locally separable (for all energies). We 



Table 4 

Kinetic isotope effects for CIL,L,. L; = H. D. T 

System a) 6,yx~ c.d) 
A 

BEBO SDP 

C1+H2/D, I .26 o.ss 1.13 

CI+HJT2 1.84 1.45 1.69 

Cl + HD/DH 0.37 0.50 0.46 

a) A notation such as Cl+HD/DH implies that the 6 is the 

difference in a quantity for the Cl i HD - CIH t D reaction 

minus that for Cl + DH + CID + H. 
h’ Difkrnce of adiabatic ground-state (F = 0) barriers for the L 

IWO RCs from LNM results. 
Cl Difference in Arrhenius activarion energies [3S]. 

d’ In kcal/mol. 

have compared normal mode vibrational frequen- 
cies with those for the directions parallel and 
perpendicular to the reaction coordinate (“natural 
collision coordinates”). This was done for two 
commonly used reaction coordinates: BEBO and 
steepest-descent path in the mass-skewed system. 
Results were seen to depend both on the choice of 
direction and reaction coordinate, especially for 
small skewing angles and non-symmetric poten- 
tials. For an arbitray choice of a reaction coordi- 
nate (e.g. BEBO), the normal-mode results are 
certainly better (e.g. frequencies do not become 
imaginary, fig. 11). For the steepest-descent path 
there is less sensitivity to the choice of directions. 
although it can still make a considerable difference 
(e.g. H,F in fig. 17). 

A good criterion for selecting a reaction coordi- 
nate can be comparison with adiabatic barriers 
predicted from a periodic-trajectory analysis. Such 
an analysis has not yet been done on the potentials 
considered in this paper, and would hopefully 
become available in the future. A preliminary 
comparison with such results on a LEPS surface 
(table 2) led us to believe that none of the above- 
mentioned reaction coordinates is ideal. 

An alternative could be a reaction coordinate 
which is itself a normal mode. It could be de- 
termined by starting from the saddle point and 
following the normal-mode direction $_ (instead of 
the gradient) all the way to reagents and products. 
The transversal normal mode, .$+, is perpendicular 

to the above coordinate in the mass-skewed system 
(section 4.2). Hence the (local) separability as- 
sumption in “natural collision coordinates” holds 
if the reaction coordinate is determined as above. 
It is desirable to check whether such a reaction 
coordinate would give better agreement with peri- 
odic-trajectory adiabatic barriers. 
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Appendix A: Second derivatives of the interpolation 
potential 

The potential function (31) is described most 
naturally in terms of the (p, a) coordinates_ We 
now evaluate the second derivatives (force con- 
stants) of this potential with respect to these co- 
ordinates. Although the expressions are somewhat 
cumbersome, we feel that it is important to avoid 
(if possible) the use of numerical differentiation_ 

First we differentiate with respect to p at con- 
stant nz. This is related by (9) to differentiation 
with respect to XV at nz = constant_ The first two 
derivatives of O,(w) are given by 

D,‘(1(,)=AD,+Xln[,o/(l -I;)], 

D,“(w) = X/w( 1 - W), (A-1) 

where AD, = DC2 - Del_ The partial derivatives of 
V* with respect to rv at constant u are [cf. eq. (34)] 

a*V*/aw’= -2Ao,( ~,~~D.i)-‘W*,Ehv, (A-2) 

where Al’(a) = V,(u) - V,(a). We use the above 
derivatives to evaluate 

aI+,. r2)/aly = D;(~)v* + o,(~~) av*/aw, 
a2qr,, r2)/aw2 = 0:’ (w)V” + 2D,‘(w) av*/th 

+-D,(W) aW*/awT (A-3) 



At the BEBO RC (i.e. for (I = 0) V* = - 1 and 
aV*/a~ = 0. hence the above expressions simplify 
considerably. 

F, is now found from 

F, = a3+,. r2)/ap2 

and hence involves both derivatives (A.3). The 
derivatives of 1%. with respect to p at constant nz are 
deduced from (9a) 

Derivatives with respect to u are simpler to 
evaluate, as they invo!ve only V*: 

F, = a’lqr,, r,)/a0’ 

the mixed derivative is given by 

F,,= PV(r,, rz)/apaa 

= (alv/ap)aW(r,, r,)jalraO. 

where &v/ap is given by (AS) and 

a’V(r,, rz)/awaa = D;( g av*/h 

+D,(~~) a2v*/alcau. 

av*/au = ( ~~Viav;(u)/au)( &De;) 
i i 

-1 

(A-6) 

(4.7) 

(A-S) 
I 

(A-9) 

Note that for configurations along the BEBO RC 
(U = 0). aK/ac = 0 leads to F,, = 0. 

Finally, for diatomic potentials V,(r) given by 

the Morse function (35) we have 

dy(r)/dr= -2&D,i[exp( --2&r) -esp( -/?,r)] 

d’V,(r)/dr’= Z&%,;[Z esp( -Z&r) 

-exp( -/3,r)]_ (A-10) 

The diatomic force constant is the value of this 
derivative at r = 0 

f, = Z/3,‘&. (A.1 1) 

Appendix B: The steepest-descent path 

The deepest-descent path is gsnrratcd by start- 
ing from the saddle point (r,= _ I-?=) going a small 
step along the normal-mode direction g__ and then 
continuing down the gradient. i.e. following 
-(W/k-,. W,%-,). where (s,_ _Y~) are the MSC 
(section 2.2). 

av/a_y, = (avIa)-, - c2ar..-/ar, ).I~~_ (B-la) 

av/asz = a v/ar2 _ (B-lb) 

Transforming according IO the chain rule b_v c-’ 
[cq. (2O)I 

av/ar. = (av/altgaIr/arr + (av/au)au,‘ar,_ (B-Z) 

whers aV/&- is given by (-.X3). &l-j&-, by eq. (Sb). 

aV/au=D=(~~)(~~rar_(u~,au)~~,~iD=,)-’. 
I ’ I 

with aV;(r)/ar given in (li.lOa) 
For any configuration along 

pendicular direction is 

u = ( - av/a+. av/a_x, )/A-. 

(B-3) 

and au,&-, = ,,-,_ 
the SDP. the per- 

(B-4) 

with N as a normalization constant. The force 
constant along II is given by 

F- = ,iFVU = F;‘ ZL~ + 2 Fi>u1zd2 i F;\u~. (B-5) 

with F-r given by eq_ (26). Finally. the frequency w,, 
is given by eq. (30). 
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